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ABSTRACT

t

Self generated high order magnetic field in the corona of Inertial Confinement Fusion
Plasma plays a very important role in the design of fusion target because of its strong influence on
the transport of thermal flux from the critical density region to the ablation layer. A review of the
generation of megagauss magnetic field both experimental, theoretical and simulation studies has
been presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important phenomenon in the study of coronal physics in laser plasma
is the self generated magnetic field. It is known to play an important role in energy transport of
laser irradiated targets. There arc a large number of mechanisms responsible for the generation
of such field. These processes arc alt important under one or the other situation for some target
configurations. One can therefore, sense the complex nature of the study of self generation. A large
number of experimental, theoretical as well as computer simulation studies have been reported. The
work of Stamper etal.[\~\, created much interest and may be considered as pioneer work of the field
though the field had been noticed earlier too. Simultaneous Faraday Rotation and Interferrometry
has been consideicd as the present and only an authentic method of experimental measurement of
such megagauss B-ficld. In this method the polarization vector of linearly polarized probe beam
gets rotated by an angle, 8, after traversing a path length, L. The angle of rotation is computed
from

n-3 B(MG) M
0(indeg) (1)

where Xp and n^ are the wavelength and critical density of probe beam. The mean value of mag-

netic field, B, is obtained by interferrometry by inversion of electron density and is given by

(2)

From Eqs.(l) and (2), one may see that the B-value measurement depends on how accurately one
models the density profile in the coronal region. Earlier measurements were done either by electric
or magnetic probe for the fl-field far from the critical surface and the results were in favour of the
toroidal natured field observed only through Faraday rotation.

Raven el al. [2,3) observed these fields in the Rutherford Laboratory by using laser pulse
shorter than 100 ps. The fields of the order of 100 ~ 200 KG were observed in the underdense
plasma (n, ~ 0 2 «,.) for targets larger than 100 fim and target diameter several limes larger
than the focal spot diameter of the laser and also the electrical capacity of the target was seen lo
play an important role. In the case of laser pulse larger than 1 ns, experiments suggested ihe large
toroidal field surrounding the laser spot because of possibly Vn x VT mechanism. Not only this
but also hot electron ejection from focal spot, anisotropic pressure, due to resonance absorption,
thermal instability, effect of ponderomotive force on self-focussing, filamentation etc. cause the
generation of megagauss B-fie Ids [4-9] while there are other mechanisms through which low scale
fields arc generated. The most dominant process is still considered as the crossed density and
temperature gradients created in the plasma by which high order B-field is generated. The basic
physics involved in it can be seen through the fact that electron pressure force gives rise to charge
separation field i.e.

ertc E ~ -Vpt

and from the relation

one gets
dB*/dt = - ( c / e ) (Vn, x VT,).

The density is flat at the centre of the focal spot, therefore, B-field generation may be expected

outside the spot.

In order to study theoretical work on the generation of fl-field the evolution equation as

suggested by Braginskii [10] is generally used by different authors [11-15], namely.

+ (c/e) V x I ~ (V - PR) I

- (c/e) V x [Jj • V< W«) - ab x V< W.)] (3)

where v, n,, T, arc fluid (electron) velocity, density and temperature respectively. 1; PR are re-
sistivity and radiation pressure tensors respectively; a and f} are the thermal transport coefficients.
Each term on the right of Eq.(3) gives rise lo the generation of magnetic field.

Eq.(3) is highly nonlinear and may be solved, in principle, by computer simulations only

but even in the simulations [11, 12, 16] not all the terms on the right of the equation have been

considered altogether because of the complexity. Of course, there have been some codes such as

LANL, VENUS 2D, FAST 2D etc. developed in order to compute B-field.

In the following part of this report, a few recent works on both experiment, theory, in-

cluding some works of the author, and simulation will be reviewed in brief.

2. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Simultaneous Faraday rotation and Interferrometry technique is the only authentic method
at present to measure laser generated fl-field in the corona. Raven and co-workers have measured
both density profile and megagauss field and have reported their results in a series of papers [2,3).
In their measurements Nd laser of 1.06 pm wavelength irradiates the target of several configura-
tion such as 1 mm At wire, spherical solid or empty glass microballoons and organic polysterene



materials. Their measurements are well documented through several papers and the Rutherford

Laboratory reports.

Recently, Burgess et at. have reported the measurement [17] by a similar technique for

a more wider range of laser and plasma parameters by using Nd laser of approximately 20 pa

duration focussed onto disk targets. In this experiment a single laser of 1.06 pm wavelength, pulses

of about 1 - 2 J and 20 pa duration has been focussed by doublet lens F = 1 to an in-vacuutn

intensity of more than 1 0 " vi/cm2. The inte nsity may be reduced by moving the target out of best-

focus. The probe beam was obtained by the splitting of a fraction doubled and then Raman shifted

in ethanol to 630 nnt. The temporal behaviour of probe has been deduced by IMACON 500 streak

camera. The target material of varying atomic number from Be to Au on disks of 200 - 300 /im

diameter and 5 — 50 fim thickness have been used. The disks are mounted on glass stalks and

aligned in most cases normal to the axis of laser. Megagauss B—field have been observed during the

pulse. These fields extend throughout the plasma corona and subsequently decay rapidly. The fields

are unobservable after 100 pa after the peak pulse. The general morphology of the field together

with the decay suggests a role for the supenhermal particles in the magnetic field generation and

also saturation via convection. Hard X-rays ( ~ 20 Kev) imaging has been used to relate the

regions of energy deposition by superthcrmal electrons to the magnetic field structure.. The result

explains the dependence of induced magnetic field upon laser parameters such as intensity, energy,

pulse duration or the focal spot size, the measurement in the laser intensity more than 10 "tu/cm2

range and the presentations of raw data of interferrograms with respect to laser parameters, usually

not published by early experimenis done elsewhere, are the main points as far as the motivation for

doing the experiment is concerned.

A set of simultaneous interferrograms and potargrams taken at different times relative to

the peak of laser pulse ( 0 — 100 ps) are shown in Fig. 1. The maximum Faraday rotation signal is

observed at time close to pulse peak in Figs, t a and lb. The rotation is small at 67 ps. At 100 pa,

there is not rotation but the density is as high as in the case of Fig.lb indicating that the field has

decayed away. The time sequence of inierferrograms in Fig.l shows the development of a jet of

high energy ions that leave the plasma along the axis of the magnetic field. The radial magnetic

field distribution at different axial positions obtained from Fig.la are shown in Fig.2. Close to the

maximum probed density the magnetic field rises sharply from the axis to a peak value 1—2 Ml?.

The B-field peaks close to the edge of laser beam and from the target surface, the peak shifts away

from the beam axis i.e. field decays in the axial direction. The largest field were observed in the

highest density region.

fi-variation with laser energy and the comparison of data at peak of laser pulse has been

shown in Fig.3. B increases slowly only with the increasing laser energy. This experiment is

done for laser intensity upto 3 x 10"u//cm2 whereas NRL and the Rutherford Laboratory have

done around l0]iv>/cm1 and upto 2 x 10 l 6tu/cm2 respectively. Energy variation in NRL and

Rutherford experiments are 2 - 40 / . B-field has not been generated at lower laser intensities and

the Faraday rotation is not observed.

The variation of magnetic field with target parameters has been discussed in the experi-

mental results. At target of 200 /im diameter and 20 jim thickness are used for this study. From

the reports (2, 3) the target mass has a significant effect on the development of B-field. Therefore,

data has been taken for a variety of targets from thin (30 pm diam.) glass fibre to semi-infinite

disks for A = 9(fle) to A = 197(Au). The target size dependence has not been observed as in

the report of Raven [2, 3]. The rotation was smaller for Be but the overall structure was similar to

the result of At Also, plasma expands for higher elements and reduces the density as well as the

rotation.

3. THEORETICAL STUDIES

The magnetic field evolution Eq.(3) suggests that there is a variety of mechanisms through
which B-field is generated. The most dominant term is considered as the crossed gradients in
density and temperature produced by the incident laser itself. Vn x VT generates strong F-field
if the gradients make an angle. Mora and Pellat have also observed an important mechanism for
high order field generation even when Vti||VT due to the anisotropy in electron pressure i.e. from

£?= —L V .P .
en.

and
dB/dt = - c V x £ = - V x - V -P.

(4)

(5)

where p, is the electron pressure tensor. From Eq.(5), it can be seen that B-field is generated if
pt is not a diagonal.

Also, resonance absorption, thermal instability due to perturbation in plasma temperature

and Weibel instability (i.e. electromagnetic instability due to inward heat flow) may produce small

scale perturbation in plasma except when wave vector k 1 (heat flux). Ramani and Laval (1978)

have given an estimate of it by using

or

where the most unstable mode has a wave number, k, given by

From Eqs.(6) and (7) an estimate of S—field is given as
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(6)

(7)
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dB.

In this case

l06gauss ~
/4

r.
1 /feu

In a different approach Haines and co-workers in a series of papers [18, 19, 20] have
studied S-field due to heat flux effects on Ohm's law on the kinetic model. The velocity depen-
dence of collision frequency, f, in a plasma causes thermoelectric field and heat flux effects in
Ohm's law. vav1 is taken to allow an exact representation of the two terms valid for any isotropic
lowest order distribution function. The thermoelectric coefficient and the electrical conductivity
are found to be isotropic in the model and a magnetomotive force equals to (2 /5)( qj- x B)/Ptc
in addition to usual (V x B)/c term, is considered. Inertial contribution to Ohm's law depends on
dq/dt. Including electron-electron collision for a lowest order Max wellian distribution, a compar-
ison is done with the full Braginskii transport equation. Authors claim thai if Ohm's law equation
includes q, x B (q, being electron heat flux measured in electron fluid rest frame) there would be
a good approximation for an isotropic thermoelectric coefficient and electrical conductivity. Simi-
larly, in one of his papers [20], the convection of magnetic field in an overdense plasma by Nernst
effect where magnetic field is found to be strongly coupled to a heat flow is studied with kinetic
model, Fokker-Planck collision and inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption. The coupling of B to the
heat flow is indicated by similarity of curves for vjv and q,. A plot of v#/vr, against t, Fig.4,
shows that it is close to 1 meaning thereby, B is still coupled to nonlinear heat flow. The reduction
of the heat flux results in a corresponding decrease in vs- This suggests that an appropriate flux
limitations of the Nernst term in MHD calculation should satisfy vn/vr ~ 1.

On a similar approach, Mora and Bendib [21] have studied the effect of noniocalily of
electron transport due lo steep temperature gradient on Nernst advection of magnetic field. The
source of B-field generation in the corona of laser plasma are assumed to be superthermal election
currents, due lo nonlinear effect and thermoelectric effects. Using the Fokker-Planck: equation for
ihe nonlinear heat transport theory of Spitzer-Harm, the authors derive the evolution equation for
the magnetic field as

at
(8)

where
i>w = (7b/6me) 1 / 2

S = (7o/3e) V x

R = (T0/4y/J e\a) V x M,1 /Mo
2;

S1 and ,H being the thermoelectric term and resistive diffusion term respectively, and the moments
Kt? are denned as

r f. Vn dy.= j

One of the important areas of B-field generation research is considered to be the effect of
ponderomotive force of a self-focussed inhomogeneous laser beam. Prabhakar and Srivastava [22],
Tyagi and Srivastava [23] have calculated and reponed the generation of magagauss magnetic field
the magnitude of which is found to increase with self-focussing effect of the laser beam. In their
paper [22] an expression for magnetic field is discussed by using the Washimi and Karpman [24]
expression proportional to d\E\idt of a ponderomotive force for a self-focussed inhomogencous
Gaussian laser beam and considering the distribution

where -fo and 7 are the laser beam radius and radial component respectively.

The inhomogeneity in the beam is accompanied by self-focussing that yields an expres-
sion for intensity as

&% [ l f \ [2ttH*)} (9)
where / ( z ) is the beam width parameter. Making use of Eq.(9) in Washimi et al. [24] expression
for B, the 6 component for Ihe equation for magnetic field is obtained as

B, = <>">T [
I (10)

where kn is the Boltzmann constant, T is the equilibrium temperature and £00 is the field amplitude
afy = 0. The results obtained from Eq.( 10) arc shown in Fig.(5) for i = 1 06 jim and 76 =

The gradients in density and temperature produce a large value of electron thermal pres-
sure, electron heat flux and lead to plasma instabilities. Such instabilities get saturated due to
nonlinear processes like electron trapping, resonance broadening etc. Recently, Lakhina and Buti
[25] have investigated an electromagnetic heat flux instability in asrrophysical plasma. This in-
stability produces a large effective collision frequency thereby inhibits the heat flux as well as the
magnetic fields in the cometary and solar plasmas. Several authors have studied such instabilities
due 10 these gradients in the transition zone of astrophysical plasma. With this view Jha et al. have
investigated the electromagnetic heat flux instability in connection with laser irradiated plasmas.
This instability has been seen to generate B-field of megagauss order and ihe heat flux is reduced
by a factor of 1 5 to 5. It is interesting to see that the targe fl-fields could be produced even if the
gradients are parallel.

Consider a plasma having gradients in density and temperature along the 3-direction.
These gradients give rise to small electric field. The equilibrium distribution function [26] can be

written as

Ju-U\l + \ QVl
2v}

(ID

where the heat flux, Q, due to (VT/T) is



and

Here, v, is the electron collision frequency and fm is the local Maxwellian distribution, with density
no and temperature T and also the BGK collision term is used in writing Eq.(ll). Let there be
electromagnetic perturbations propagating along i-axis such that the wave vector £ = Jte,; E\\ey

and B\\e,. The dispersion relation for the perturbation of the the form ~ exp(ifci - tu/t), the
linearized Boltzmann equation with the BCK collision term and for transverse mode is given by

where the dielectric constant e is

Here, plasma frequency wp = (4irt i 0e 2 /m)' / 1 . For/Oc given by Eq.(ll), the dispersion relation
reduces to

[ - 2 U O - 2 U 1 )

where *(u) is the plasma dispersion function with arguments u = [(w + t

(12)

*«,] and

For the collisionless case, Eq.(12) reduces to Okada et at. [27]. For u > 1, Eq.(12)
reduces to the well-known dispersion relation for transverse wave i.e. w1 = <?k2 + u2. For
u < 1 and for wz < c 1 i t 2 , u 2 Eq.( 12) simplifies to

where

(13)

(14)

According to Eq.(13), the waves will grow if

(15)

Because of u < 1; t>,/kvt < 1 and from Eq.(13) for A > vt/kvt, collisions will lend to reduce
the growth rate slightly. The growth rate turns out to be maximum for k = km = (,Awp/\/3c);
correspondingly the maximum growth rate according to Eq.(13) is given by

In order to examine the possibility of saturation of this instability, we consider nonlinear process
based on resonance broadening proposed by Dupree [28]. The ensemble distribution function is
taken and an expression for the heat flux for the stationary state is obtained i.e.

where
r<5/4)r(l/3)

32/3 2^ 4*mn0c
ikvl

is the effective collision frequency. The magnetic field fluctuates at the saturation level and is given
by the relation

where F is a parameter found from linear dispersion relation by replacing the factor [ i (u + ive —
kv,) — I] by orbit integral defined as

J = - kv,)r-

Since the nonlinear growth rate of unstable waves must vanish at saturation, the imaginary pan of
the nonlinear dispersion relation must vanish. Thus

From Eqs.(16) and (17), we get

*-£ 4irnomc2 49 T ( l / 3 ) uj
_ 1 ,i

8
(18)

Therefore, for k = km i.e. for wavenumber corresponding to the maximum growth rate, Ptff and
from Eq.(18) we get

Bk ~ - J4(noT)U 2 gauss (19)



«c / /~0.27 x 1

where rK> and T are expressed in cm"3 and ergs respectively.

(20)

From Eqs.(19) and (20), we have calculated the magnitude for B and the inhibition (i.e.
"*///"•> for laser parameters n> = 1021 cm'3; 1020 cm"3 and 1021 cm"3 for temperatures
10 Kev, 5 Kev and 5 Kev respectively. The magnitude of the fl-field is calculated of the order
of megagauss.

The evolution equation for the generation of magnetic field has been solved by the author,
analytically, and reported in a series of papers [ 13— 15] by using the transform method for a variety
of experimental [2, 3] situations for both ID and 2 D cases. In these papers the Vn x VT term
has been considered as the most dominant source for B-field generation. The diffusion equation
with Vn x V r is taken under appropriate approximations discussed at several places as well as
by others. The density gradients as measured and reported by Rutherford Laboratory researchers
[2, 3], has been approximated for the cylindrical AC target of t mm diameter irradiated by high
powered Nd laser (X = 1.06 pm). The results have been compared with the experiment as well as
computer simulation. The magnitude of B-field has been computed of the order of a few megagauss
under appropriate laser plasma parameters. The details would not be discussed as they appear in
the referred papers and also presented in International Conferences on Plasma Physics, 1984; 1987
and at ICTP Spring Colleges 1983; 1985.

4. COMPUTER SIMULATION

The magnetic field evolution equation as obtained by the general method by using Ohm's
law and Maxwell's equation is simulated by many authors [11, 12, 16]. The results of their studies
are discussed here in brief.

Emergy el at. [16] have modelled the simulation for both planar and spherical targets
with short pulse (< 1 na) and high absorbed intensities (> 10 H w/cm1) at 1.054 /im laser light
with computer hydrodynamics mode FAST 2D. An attempt has been to study the electron thermal
transport and interpret ihe experimental results as well as strong flux limited diffusion. The paper is
in favour of a flux inhibition value, / , nearO .03. However, the magnetic fields are generated solely
in the underdense region or at the edge of laser spot and are responsible for the flux inhibition. The
magnetic fields are seen to shed from the ablation layer ami convected into the blow off filling the
overdense region, a similar result predicted by theories [18-21]. The following approximations
have been considered in the simulation.

The resistive diffusion times for the field are much longer than the duration of laser pulse
and the magnetic Reynold number is larger than 10. It indicates that the fields are frozen in.

The thermal force term does not play a role near the ablation layer where fields are gen-
10~2 (very small) but in the blow off region w^Tn > I. Therefore, the
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baroclinic (Vn x VT) term is still dominant.

The field generation rate at the ablation layer is greater than that at the critical.

The heat flux which is assumed to be dependent on strong B-field generation is modelled
with FAST 2D code as

1

Q 9k fq/.

where [he classical thermal flux, q* is

and / ; <?/, are the flux inhibition factor and free streaming flux respectively. The results obtained
have been tabulated in Table 1 for laser intensities between 1013to/cm2 and 1015ui/em2. The
pulse duration has been taken as less than one nanosecond and the target i $ planar carbon of 25 /j m
thickness and mass absorption coefficient as 5.5 nig/cm1.

Sinusoidal periodic variation in incident energy of approximately 73% with a spatial
wavelength of 50 fim and a Gaussian pulse length of 1 na FWHM has been considered in the
simulation.

Recently, Boyd and co-workers have also reported [11.12] the magnitude and the mor-
phology of megagauss field generated in target experiments by numerical simulation. They claim
through the paper [12] that the results show, in general, a satisfactory agreement with the fields
measured experimentally. The importance and the role of the Hall term in describing the evolution
of B-field has been highlighted especially in short pulse experiments. The paper is extensively
devoted to both long and short pulse experiments and it is worth in going through the details of
the paper regarding both axial and radial variation for short as well as long pulse experiments. The
temporal nature of the evolution of B-field has also been shown.

5. SUMMARY

Different aspects of high order self generated magnetic field have been reviewed in this
report. The author feels that the field of megagauss magnetic field generation is still active and a
great deal of future exists because of its important role in describing the transport of energy in the
corona and influence on the design of the ICF target.
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TABLE CAPTION

Table 1 M/U refers to magnetizedAinmagnetized transport. < I >r and < / >A are the spatially
averaged incident and absorbed laser intensity (10nttr/cm2) respectively; P(Mb) is
the ablation pressure; m( 10J gjem2 a) is the mass ablution rate; v( 10* cm/s) is the
target velocity; 7 p /p is the variation in the ablation pressure across the -largei; DK( fim)
is the distance between ablation and critical; Li/im) is the density scale length at 1/4
critical; B( MG) is the peak magnetic field strength at the ablation layer; Lr(^ni) is the
temperature scale length across the target surface.
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Table 1

Data Comparison at the Peak of Laser Pulse

<I>A
P
m
V

V P
Doc
L
B
LT

A(U)

1.6
1.5
3.3
1.0
1.4
4.0
47.0
143.0
0.3

687.0

B(M)

1.6
1.0
2.4
0.7
0.94
24.0
16.0
156.0
6.0

100.0

C(U)

9.0
7.2
9.9
2.3
1.7
6.0

144.0
127.0
0.73
412.0

D(U)

25.0
16.0
22.8
3.5
5.0
4.0

236.0
190.0
3.0

570.0

E(M)

25.0
12.0
12.8
1.5
2.8
17.0
117.0
400.0
7.0
160.0

F(M)

65.0
23.0
18.5
1.74
3.7

34.0
194.0
390.0

-
74.0

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l A sequence of polarograms/interferrograms for At = 0 (la. le]; 30 Ilb.lf], 67 [lc, lg]

and 100 psec [Id, lh] showing the development of the Faraday rotation pattern and the

plasma expansion in time.

Fig.2 Variation of magnetic field in megagauss, fi( MG) against the radial distance in am.

Fig.3 Interfcrrograms taken al different laser energies for the same focussing conditions as

Fig.l.

Fig.4 Local values o(vN/vr across the plasma at 5 and 130 ps.

Fig.5 B in gauss versus i in pm.
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